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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In our world today, everything is controlled and monitored by computer sys-
tems. Private people as well as big companies, banks and the military are
depending on computer systems that get larger and more complex every day.
But the more computer systems are needed to get our life sorted, the more
important it is to obtain a high security level on every bit we shift, every in-
terface that connects different computer systems and, of course, every possible
connection to the world wide web.

Taking current circumstances into account, it is very important to deal with
threats coming from unknown directions, trying to get in control of secured
computer systems.

Maliciously modified devices are just one example of how real these threats
already are. For example Apple sold iPods, infected with the RavMonE-Virus
in the year 2006[1]. Quite recently Seagate, a company from Taiwan, was
shipping hard drives, that had a Trojan horse on board, that sent private
information about the person’s computer back to the remote attacker[2].

1.2 Scope of Study

In this article I will mainly present and discuss a special form of the trojan
horse, the Backdoor.

I will start by explaining what different kind of Backdoors exist and how
they differ from each other. After defining the topic of this paper, we will
focus on a special kind of Backdoor, the Backdoor compiler, and explain why
this not widely known type of trojan horse could be of particular importance
regarding securing computer systems.

After demonstrating how this kind of Backdoor could be implemented, it
is very important to also look at ways and possiblities to take action against
it. Or at least find out whether ‘we’ are infected or not.

By looking at options to track the Backdoor down and clean systems from
it, if they are infected, we will discuss several ways that will help us to counter
this particular threat and take actions against it.

Because the Backdoor will affect compilers that means, to talk about com-
piler output testing and whether it is correct or not.
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2 Backdoors - A definition

The first step of hacking a computer system, breaking in, taking control, just
do some damage or tie computer systems up is always to get into their system
first. There are different ways to get into a computer system. The most simple
way would be, to get the user to actually start your malicious program himself
by convincing him, that your program is useful, funny, interesting or similar.

But much more important to any hacker is not a single break in, damage
and leave, but to get continuous access rights to system functionality, so he
could use it whenever he wants. This is widely called a Backdoor.

Generally a Backdoor is called everything, that bypasses the volitional way
of communication between different interfaces[13].

To give examples, a Backdoor could be a possibility to access a computer
via a network system like the internet without you or your firewall noticing.
Another one could be a hardcoded password in the login function of an oper-
ating system which logs the attacker in with root privilege.

Leading from these examples you see, that Backdoors could be of different
kinds. The most simple Backdoor is, as mentioned, a hardcoded password,
which the software designer coded in[13]. This kind of Backdoor is mostly
not implemented with bad intentions in mind, but to gain control in critical
situations. There are also types of Backdoors that were not even designed
on purpose. A simple example of that could be a programming mistake, that
might give access to a system, which was probably not intended. These errors
happen, but can fortunately not be used as a Backdoor most of the time.

All kinds of Backdoors mentioned above can be characterized as either a
symmetric Backdoor or an asymmetric Backdoor.
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2.1 Symmetric Backdoors

The symmetric Backdoor is a characterization of the most types of Backdoors
that we know.

It simply means that whoever finds the Backdoor, can use it. The example,
a hardcoded password in the login-command, is such a Backdoor. That means,
whoever finds out about the secret password, can then use it, to get access to
the system[14].

2.2 Asymmetric Backdoors

In contrast to the symmetric Backdoor, which could be used by everyone, the
asymmetric Backdoor is much more complex.

The asymmetric Backdoor can in general just be used by the programmer
that implemented it himself. So even if someone finds out about the backdoor,
it will not be possible for him to use the Backdoor himself[14].

To go even further, an asymmetric Backdoor could not actually be used,
if the Backdoor’s implementation would be public. That means that even if
you know, that there is a Backdoor, you know exactly how it is implemented
and know in which situations the attacker will achieve his aim, you will still
be unable to use that Backdoor yourself. But we will not talk about this kind
of Backdoor in this paper.
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3 Backdoor Compiler

3.1 Principle of a Backdoor compiler

The principle of a Backdoor compiler is quite simple. It is just one (or two)
steps more complex than a normal Backdoor and on a deeper code level that
a normal Backdoor would be implemented (source code). It basically is not
a Backdoor itself, but puts Backdoors in its compiled output (machine code)
within the syntax analysis, right after the lexical analysis.

Ken Thompson, one of the designers of early Unix systems, wrote first
about this kind of Backdoor in a paper called ‘Reflections on Trusting Trust’
in 1984[8].

While the original compiler code builds up a parse tree for a further sematic
check on the source code, an additional piece of code (inserted by the attacker)
checks either the syntax tree or names of variables and functions if they match
a specific pattern (could be semantic or syntactic).

If such a piece of code is found within the source code to be compiled, the
compiler will not compile the code correctly, but insert some hard coded piece
of code into the program. Normally the program works as intended, but for
example the login command accepts a hard-coded password to get root access
to a fictional hard coded user other than the normal ones.

That means that the source code of the program is totally clean and con-
tains no Backdoor, but the resulting program in machine code does because
of the malicious compiler (which is normally trusted as safe and not checked).

Following up to this, any person with knowledge of the Backdoor and Pass-
word can use it, but other than them, no one will probably find out about
it, because the source code is clean and the program works exactly as pro-
grammed. So there is no clue about a Backdoor at all.

Any system with that Backdoor will become vulnerable to attacks from the
outside.

A compiler is nothing else than a program, written in a specific language,
which needs to be compiled, too. The Backdoor compiler inserts a piece of
code which inserts the Backdoor if it finds a login-command to be compiled
and itself, if a compiler is to be compiled.
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Figure 1: Compiler checking on patterns in the compiling process

The additional code within the compiler not only checks for login patterns
any more, but also for a pattern, that tells him that the compiler is about to
compile a compiler.

So we are looking at three possibilities right now, of how some code will be
compiled. Most of the time no patterns will match, so the compiler will work
as desired and compile just the source code that comes in. In the next case the
malicious code will find a pattern that matches a login command within the
to be compiled source code. In that case it will insert the Backdoor into the
program. In the next and last case, the malicious code will find a pattern that
matches a compiler. So we now know, that the final output will be a compiler
itself. Here the malicious code will replicate itself and insert a reproduction of
its own source code into the syntax tree of the to compiler be compiled.

The new compiler will act exactly as the one we are talking about. The
compilers source code itself is clean but it still contains Backdoors which we
can not easily check or find.

For example if ten years ago someone implemented a Backdoor in a popular
compiler such as the gcc C compiler, we will not find any clue of a Backdoor in
the last dozen compiler versions of the compiler or compiled programs. Millions
of computer systems could still be infected with a Backdoor.
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3.2 How to implement one

To fully understand the principle of a Backdoor compiler we start from scratch
by looking at self reproducing programs. A self reproducing program can print
out its own complete source code.

Because of the ability to print out the own source code, a self reproducing
program can of course deliver an unlimited amount of additional baggage (e.g.
source code).

There are different attempts to write self reproducing programs. We will
look at one quite short example in C that works with substitution.

Figure 2: Simple self reproducing program

We mainly just define a char pointer (similar to a char array, it represents
a string in the C language) in which we copy & paste all the code we wrote.
In the next step we have to substitute every special character like the ” or \n
because it would terminate the string (at least after printing it out into a new
source code file). We simply substitute it with a %c for each special character.

After that we call a print routine to print out the own source code. In
C printing works with substitution as well. So we basically print the copy
& paste version of our own source code and substitute every %c with the
ascii representation of ”, which is 34 or \n, which is 10. And, to get it self
reproducing again for the next version as well, we print the string without
substitute special characters for the inside char * definition.

This example is most simple, but obviously one can write highly complex
programs by just defining the char * at the beginning, copy & paste the whole
source code and substitute all appearance of ” and \n.

In order to generate a Backdoor compiler, simple self reproduction is noct
sufficient. Depending on the source code to be compiled, the Backdoor com-
piler has to show different behaviour.

Inside a compilation process, the compiler is now checking the incoming
code on specific patterns. The compiler has to at least distinguish between
three different patterns. One, that tells him, that the code is just random
and not of particular interest, the Backdoor compiler then does nothing and
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compiles correctly. One, that tells him, the incoming code matches for example
a login-function. In this case the malicious compiler inserts the Backdoor into
the parse tree. And the last pattern which matches compiler to be compiled.
In that case the compiler prints its own source code like shown above into the
parse tree of the new compiler.

The last and final step is to use the malicious compiler, to compile its orig-
inal source code (without our Backdoor). Once the backdoored source code is
deleted, there is no trace of our Backdoor anywhere anymore.

The code example below demonstrates this behaviour.

Figure 3: Complex self reproducing program

The first part of the code above is, like in the first short code example, a
copy & paste version of the whole program. After that the program just checks
the incoming argument argv on its value.

If the first argument is a string starting with the character ‘a’, we assume,
it matches no specific pattern and print out ‘Just random code ... continuing
like normal ...’.
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If the string starts with ‘b’ we assume that a pattern matches for example
a login command. In this case we print out: ‘This is a Backdoor’.

In all other cases, assuming we are dealing with a compiler now, we print
out our own complete source code by substituting all appearances of \n and
”.

3.3 Thoughts on compiler testing

We talked about how Backdoors can infect compilers on a very deep level, not
easily to be found on a rough check. We will now discuss different ways of
verifying compilers on different levels of complexity.

3.3.1 Write a new compiler

This is the most straight foreward and safe way to be sure no Backdoor is
anywhere in compiled programs. The downside of writing a new compiler
is, that it takes time and knowledge to write. And if there is any existing
compiler/interpreter or software used to create the new compiler, they must
be verified too. It does not help much if the new compiler gets inserted the
Backdoor using an infected existing compiler.

There are some ways to write and bootstrap a compiler from literally noth-
ing[11]. This way there is certainly no Backdoor in the compiler. This method
is also very time consuming and complex.

3.3.2 Testing compilers through obfuscation

A very simple approach to verify or compile a trusted compiler version could be,
to use an obfuscater, a program that takes code as input and gives an output,
that varies the code in a way the compiler compiling that obfuscated code does
not recognize specific patterns. That includes changing names, procedures,
variables and syntax of the code by not changing the semantics of the code in
any way.

So if the code compiles now, the compiler (if checking for syntactic patterns)
would not recognize the code as a login-command and compiles it correctly.
Note, that this program could probably going to be very inefficient because of
no optimizations done by the compiler.

For instance taking the source code of an existing compiler (which is, of
course, clean), obfuscate it and let it be compiled by an existing unstrusted
compiler. Then one take the new inefficient compiler to compile the source
code again. Since using the obfuscater before, the backdoor is probably not
inserted in the non optimized compiler which now can compile the real compiler
without passing any backdoor on to it. However one can never be sure that it
actually worked.

There are a few variables to its actual functionality too. For example the
obfuscator could be infected by the compiler and recognize the patterns itself
or is just not good enough to obfuscate the program, so the compiler will not
recognize patterns.

The bigger problem is, that we assume that the backdoor implementation is
very simple and just scans for syntactical patterns, for example for a procedure
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called ‘login‘. An intelligent backdoor implementation, in contrast, is not just
checking for specific names (they could be changed in newer operating system
distributions or versions) but more likely checking the parse tree built by the
compiler after the lexical analysis during the syntactic analysis. As long as
the code syntactics remain the same and match the tree the backdoor can be
inserted. The semantics stay the same after obfuscating the code. During the
process of obfuscating only the syntactics going to be changed.

To go further, the problem of comparing the semantics of two programs
can be reduced to a NP-hard problem, called the ‘halting problem’[12]. That
means, it is widely accepted that it is not possible to solve that problem at all.

3.3.3 Verification by auditing machine code

It is possible to reverse engineer the code, and check, what it does. Despite the
fact of being sure whether a Backdoor exists or not, by choosing this method,
it is for sure one of the most time-consuming methods for achieving this aim.
Because of missing the Backdoor completely is still possible.

It actually would not be completely unrealistic that the malicious Backdoor
in the compiler could even subvert the re-engineering by subverting the re-
engineering tools.

3.3.4 Compiler bootstrapping test

Bootstrapping[7] refers to a compiler in which the source language is identical
with the implementation language. Bootstrapping is normally used to compile
compilers by using existing compilers. If one need a compiler for a specific
machine code, we use a compiler which compiles the source code of the existing
compiler to the desired machine code language.

Each compiler can be represented as a T-diagram as in Figure 4.

Figure 4: T-diagram representing a compiler

This diagram shows a compiler m, which is written in the language M and
and compiles from language A to language B. This is all we have to know right
now. We can now apply compilers to each other’s source code to get compilers
in different languages. When we apply a compiler C2 to a compiler C1 we
will get an output compiler called C3 as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: C2 applied to C1, resulting in C3

Compilers C1 and C3 are identical except the implementation language
which is compiled from M to M1 by C2.

The actual algorithm of the bootstrapping test is now to take a compiler Csl
we would like to validate. It is written in the language Sl and compiles Sl
to Tl. We now take an existing compiler m0 which compiles Sl to Tl and
apply it to the implementation language of the to be verified compiler Csl.
The resulting compiler m1 is now written in Tl and otherwise identical to Csl,
thus can be applied to the implementation language of the original compiler
Csl. This chain can go on for a while. Assuming m0 works correctly and Csl
does too, then applying it to itself should reproduce character by character the
same compiler again: example Figure 6.

Figure 6: Compiler output verification

The assumption on this test is, that the compiler just reproduces itself in
the right way if it is working correctly and contains no Backdoor. This works,
assuming that any Backdoor would alter the output of the compiler in specific
situations. If the compilers output is altered at some stage, the character by
character comparison will then fail and one know that somehow the compiler
does not work correctly.

One down side is, that a compiler which compiles some language feature
wrong but this feature is not used in the compiling process itself, the code
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will always be identical, but the compiler could still be working incorrectly on
some parts or contain Backdoors.

The problem with this assumption is, that the Backdoor might be inserted
at the exact same spot in the parse tree every time again. First by m0, which is
trusted. If m0 does not contain the Backdoor, the results m1, m2, m3 ... will
be correct, but Csl will not because in this case we do actually more something
like a source level testing, then low level verification here.

The bottomline on the bootstrapping test is then, that it is probably useful
for normal compiler testing, but not much of use to find well implemented
hidden Backdoors in the machine code.

3.3.5 Diverse double compiling

Diverse double compiling[10] is finally a way to make a hundred percent sure
a specific compiler does not contain any form of Backdoor. It is similar to the
bootstrapping test in the previous section, but expands it by bit-for-bit checks
of the binary outputs.

The principle is to recompile the source code of the compiler two times.
First with a compiler that has already proved secure and does not contain
any form of payload, second with the output from the first compilation. In
the next step you do a bit-for-bit comparison in a secure environment on the
original untrusted binary and the second compilation.

If these two files are exactly the same, then the compiler is proved not to
contain any Backdoors.

I will not go further into that concept because doing a diverse-double-
compiling-check on a compiler requires and depends on a lot of preconditions
that are quite hard to realize.

You need for example a compiler which is already bug-free, you need a
proven safe environment which does not interfere with the compilation and
comparison opertions. The existing safe compiler even has to translate to the
same byte-code like the one we want to check on, compiling the same language
constructs.

I am convinced to say, that if we meet all these security requirements, and
do already have a safe working compiler, compiling the same semantics on
same language constructs, we do not necessarily have to verify another, quite
similar compiler.
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4 Examples of Backdoors

There are some examples of real existing Backdoors out there. But the most
impressive one, in my opinion, is still the Backdoor compiler. There are ru-
mours Ken Thompson, the inventer of the Backdoor compiler, actually im-
plemented the exact Backdoor, we have been talking about. Apparently, the
infected Compiler never left a secured area inside the Bell Labs but could
not even be found and destroyed within. The example was made on a Linux
login-command and the Backdoor was implemented in a GNU C-compiler. It
behaved exactly how we stated and even covered itself against being found by
changing the disassembler

Another example of a Backdoor which nearly could have made it out to release
was implemented into the Linux kernel. It was basically just a two-line change,
an if -statement which checks, if two different flags were set and do something.

The only change here was, that the initial equals check on administration
mode == was changed to =, what actually not checks if you are administrator,
but gives you root access inside the if -statement.

The smart part of this Backdoor was to find two flags that would go together
without causing an error, but would not go together normally. In that case
everyone with knowledge of the combination of those flags would then be able
to gain root access over the system.

A routine integrity check on that file was called because someone manually
edited the file. During that check later on someone then found the Backdoor
and called in an investigation.[3, 4]

if ((options == (__WCLONE|__WALL)) && (current->uid = 0))

retval = -EINVAL;

A last, but very interesting example is about a program only designed to
work as a Backdoor. The program is called Backdoor.OptixPro.12. Its only
use is to get some attacker complete remote control over a Microsoft Windows
machine. It disables antivirus-programs and firewalls and allows the attacker to
record keystrokes. According to the author, this program has been downloaded
over 270 000 times until some hackers found out about a hidden encrypted
password hardcoded in the program’s binary. In that case the the programmer
backdoored the backdoor program.
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5 Conclusion

In conclusion we see, that it is not very difficult to design malicious software if
you put your mind to it, as we have seen in those short source code examples,
but it is incomparable more complicated to ensure some software is clean, con-
taining no bugs or malicious code. We have seen, that even testing programs
is complicated.

The most important fact is, that even if your source code is fine, the result
can still not be trusted because of the kind of Backdoors discussed in this
paper.

The real threats are sometimes not to be found on source level but on a
much deeper level. Most people and companies tend to forget that bugs or
Backdoors, the deeper they get, the more power they could have and the less
likely you will be able to find them.

‘The moral is obvious. You can’t trust code that you did not to-
tally create yourself. (Especially code from companies that employ
people like me.) No amount of source-level verification or scrutiny
will protect you from using untrusted code.’

(Ken Thompson, Reflections on Trusting Trust, 1984)
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